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I own ranch land near Aera’s
project, and I believe that
protecting the county’s water
resources is vitally important.
Aera is a responsible
environmental steward, and
will create a project that will
produce energy, and at the
same time protect our water
and other environmental

’’

resources.

John Wickenden
North County Rancher
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Aera uses innovative technology and practices
to protect people and the environment

How Aera protects air and water

Aera in the
community

Sometimes you just need someone
who has your back, especially if
you are five years old and have
experienced abuse or neglect.

An oil field looks pretty simple from
the outside, just the usual grasshopperlike pumping units see-sawing back and
forth with lots of pipes and a few tanks.
But when you take a peek inside of Aera’s
oil operations, you’ll see a much different
picture. You’ll find high-tech equipment and
innovative practices operating in a way that
help us produce oil while protecting our air
and water resources.
“Operating safely takes state-of-the
art equipment,” said Santa Barbara
representative Rick Rust. “But even
though they're less visible, innovative
management practices and processes are
just as important.”
“That’s where our System of Operating
Excellence (SOE) comes into play, said
Rust. “It’s our company’s way of ensuring
our results are consistent with our values.
SOE is a very detailed roadmap for how
we achieve our vision of working safely,
meeting and exceeding government and

company standards, and protecting human
health and the environment.”
One example is Aera’s air emissions
monitoring program. Under the guidance of
local air pollution control districts, we use
a combination of around the clock visual
checks, stationary monitoring devices
and sophisticated handheld monitors that
sniff for emissions so that we can make
sure our pipelines, tanks and vessels are
sealed tight and don’t release emissions.
To hold ourselves accountable to the
expectations of the agencies and our
neighbors, we provide strict documentation
to state and local agencies that document
our compliance.
Aera has received national awards for
these programs, but most importantly
it has driven continued improvement in
reducing air emissions from our facilities
and reducing leaks to near-zero to protect
people and the environment.

“What makes Aera unique is that each
and every day we use innovation to push
ourselves to meet and exceed our already high
safety and environmental performance. Our
neighbors have every right to expect us to be
safe, and it’s what we expect of ourselves.”
Aimee Blaine
Senior Vice President, Technical

The special people who step up
and advocate for these kids, whose
ages range from 0 to 20 years old,
are volunteers for Santa Barbara’s
Court Appointed Special Advocates
(CASA). It’s a tough, but very
rewarding job. Volunteers advocate for
a child that’s in the county child welfare
system. They make sure that these
kids have a safe, permanent, nurturing
home. They advocate for them in the
court system and in the community,
helping to make sure that they do more
than survive—they help them thrive.
“We do more than business here in
Santa Barbara County. We believe
it’s important to help improve the
lives of the people who live here,”
said Rick Rust, Aera’s Santa Barbara
representative. “That’s why we
are proud to support CASA. Their
volunteers are champions for kids.”

How to Reach Us
Please feel free to visit our website, give
us a call, send an email or write. We want
to answer your questions, and give you the
information you want about our company
and the project.

AeraEastCatCanyon.com
805-361-8800
AeraEastCanyon@AeraEnergy.com
P.O. Box 5639
Santa Maria, CA 93456-5639

